Functional genomic methodologies.
The ability to form tenable hypotheses regarding the neurobiological basis of normative functions as well as mechanisms underlying neurodegenerative and neuropsychiatric disorders is often limited by the highly complex brain circuitry and the cellular and molecular mosaics therein. The brain is an intricate structure with heterogeneous neuronal and nonneuronal cell populations dispersed throughout the central nervous system. Varied and diverse brain functions are mediated through gene expression, and ultimately protein expression, within these cell types and interconnected circuits. Large-scale high-throughput analysis of gene expression in brain regions and individual cell populations using modern functional genomics technologies has enabled the simultaneous quantitative assessment of dozens to hundreds to thousands of genes. Technical and experimental advances in the accession of tissues, RNA amplification technologies, and the refinement of downstream genetic methodologies including microarray analysis and real-time quantitative PCR have generated a wellspring of informative studies pertinent to understanding brain structure and function. In this review, we outline the advantages as well as some of the potential challenges of applying high throughput functional genomics technologies toward a better understanding of brain tissues and diseases using animal models as well as human postmortem tissues.